Byzantine State Machine Replication (SMR) is a long studied topic that received increasing attention recently with the advent of blockchains as companies are trying to scale them to hundreds of nodes. Byzantine SMRs try to increase throughput by either reducing the latency of consensus instances that they run sequentially or by reducing the number of replicas that send messages to others in order to reduce the network usage. Unfortunately, the former approach makes use of resources in burst whereas the latter requires CPUintensive authentication mechanisms.
Introduction
State machine replication (SMR) makes use of consensus in order to totally order a set of commands or proposals that are executed in the same order by all replicas. Consensus protocols are generally network bound as they often rely on some broadcast patterns to minimize the time it takes to reach agreement on the next command. Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) SMRs have regained in popularity with the introduction of blockchain technology: Facebook even aims at deploying a variant of the HotStuff SMR [69] on at least 100 replicas over a large network [24, §5] . With the 1.6 billion daily active users on Facebook 1 , comes the question of the amount of payload needed to be treated by such a blockchain system once it will be in production. Unfortunately, the performance of SMRs generally drops significantly before reaching a hundred of nodes.
One of the reasons of this limitation is commonly believed to be the all-to-all communication pattern between replicas [19, 67, 69] . In fact, n replicas sending messages to all other replicas necessarily lead to Θ(n 2 ) messages [11, 17, 18] . Given that the network bandwidth is a limited resource, it 1 https://newsroom.fb.com/company-info/. Figure 1 . The goodput of SMRs (e.g., HotStuff) drops fast with the system size due the bandwidth usage of one node, whereas Dispel exploits the bandwidth of more links to offer, at 128 nodes, an 8-fold improvement.
could seem that this quadratic complexity becomes unaffordable on large networks, like the Internet. For these reasons, various protocols [1, 2, 4, 6, 39, 69] replaced this all-to-all message exchange by one-to-all exchanges where they could. The problem is that the evaluation of network usage is far from being trivial and unexpected causes may impact the observed throughput.
In this paper, we revisit this idea by offering a new SMR, called Dispel (Distributed Pipeline) that balances its quadratic number of messages onto as many routes between distributed replicas to offer high throughput with reasonably low latency. Dispel follows from a one-year investigation of the application-level throughput in SMRs-commonly referred to as goodput that accounts for payload amount. This extensive evaluation of network performance allowed us to identify important causes of performance limitations, like head-of-line (HOL) blocking [57] that delays subsequent packet delivery due to one TCP packet loss. To illustrate the benefit of Dispel consider Figure 1 that compares its goodput to HotStuff, the latest SMR that we are aware of. Although HotStuff outperforms preceding SMRs thanks to its linear message complexity, it suffers from the same leader-based message pattern as its predecessors (cf. §5 for the detailed setting of this figure and more results).
The key innovation of Dispel is its distributed pipeline, a technique adapted from the centralized pipelining of microarchitectures to the context of SMR to leverage unused resources. Both pipelining techniques consist of executing multiple stages in order to provide higher throughput than what could be obtained with a single stage. As opposed to the classic pipelining that aims at maximizing the usage of central resources, the distributed pipelining maximizes the resource usage of distributed replicas by allowing them to decide locally when to spawn new consensus stages. In particular, in Dispel each replica that detects idle network resources at its network interface (NIC) and sufficient available memory spawns a new consensus instance in a dedicated pipeline stage. This distributed detection is important to leverage links of heterogeneous capacity like inter-datacenters vs. intra-datacenters communication links (cf. §5.5).
We draw four conclusions out of this work:
1. Balancing the network load pays off. Even with O(n 2 ) messages and O(n 3 ) bits per committed proposal, our distributed pipelining outperforms centralized pipelining that offers linear message complexity.
In particular, Dispel goodput is 8× the one of HotStuff while its latency is 34× lower at 128 nodes as we show in §5.4. This is because Dispel "distributes" the pipelining by balancing the network load evenly across all routes, instead of relying on leaders to spawn new stages, as we will illustrate in §5.3. 2. Bandwidth may not be limiting at high speed.
Dispel allows us to increase the performance of the SMR to a new level, where we identified head-ofline (HOL) blocking as the bottleneck (instead of the NIC bandwidth). This phenomenon is detailed in §5. 5 where the goodput increases at small scale due to the multiplication of communication routes between replicas and where performance increases linearly with the number of TCP connections. 3. Distributed pipelining increases robustness. Distributing the pipelining allows any replica to spawn a new consensus instance by proposing requests, hence allowing the SMR to progress despite the failure of a single replica. This is in contrast with centralized pipelining: the leader failure can impact the SMR performance until a correct leader is selected. This is detailed in §5.7 where a single failure has no noticeable impact on Dispel and where correlated failures do not prevent Dispel from treating 150,000 requests per second. 4. Cryptocurrency is not network-bound. Our experiments of Dispel within a cryptocurrency application where miners verify all transactions (as in classic blockchains [51, 68] ), show that the performance is limited locally by the cryptographic cost at each node and no longer globally by the network cost of BFT SMR so that performance does not drop with the size of the system. In particular, we detail such a behavior in §6 where throughput and latency do not worsen significantly on up to 380 nodes distributed across 3 continents.
In the remainder of the paper, we start by presenting the background that motivates our work ( §2). Then we present the design of Dispel to pipeline the consensus executions ( §3) before we detail the implementation choices ( §4). We then evaluate Dispel within a datacenter, on geo-distributed systems across 3 continents, against other SMRs ( §5), under correlated failures, and when running a cryptocurrency application ( §6). Finally, we discuss the related work ( §7) and conclude ( §8).
Background
BFT SMR totally orders a set of proposals using a BFT consensus protocol for n replicas or nodes to agree on the proposal at consecutive indices. As it is impossible to implement consensus in an asynchronous failure-prone environment [27] , various proposals assume a partially synchronous environment, in that every message gets delivered in an unknown but bounded amount of time [23] . In this environment, one can solve the BFT consensus as long as the number f of Byzantine (or malicious) nodes is lower than n 3 [53] , meaning that n − f nodes remain correct. Most of the practical BFT SMRs implemented today rely on the classic leader-based pattern of PBFT [17] , where a single replica exchanges messages with Byzantine quorums of 2f + 1 nodes in each of multiple consecutive phases. Recently, BFT SMR gained attention for its ability to totally order blocks of transactions in a blockchain [51] in which the challenge becomes to perform efficiently on larger networks.
The leader bottleneck of the first phase
The leader-based pattern typically starts with a phase where a specific node, called the leader, aims at proposing a command to the rest of the nodes. If the leader is faulty, the system should choose another leader. As it is impossible to distinguish a slow network from a mute leader in a partially synchronous environment, such changes affect performance [58] . If the leader is correct and the network is timely, then the command is decided by all nodes. But in this case, the leader may have to send its proposal to many, making its NIC the bottleneck [33] . One may think of batching proposals within the same consensus instance [29] , so that multiple proposals are piggybacked in the same messages and can be decided in a row. This increases the information conveyed to all nodes by the leader, hence adding to the congestion.
Several attempts were made to get rid of the leader. Lamport designed a leaderless Byzantine consensus algorithm [41, 42] that requires synchrony. HoneyBadger [47] uses a classic leaderless reduction [8] from the multivalue consensus to the binary consensus problem, however, it aims at working in an asynchronous network where consensus cannot be solved [27] and thus relies on a randomized consensus [49] . More recently, a leaderless deterministic consensus for partially synchronous networks, called Democratic BFT, was proposed [21] . It relies on any node to send the proposal that will be decided.
The CPU-intensive subsequent phases
To bypass the leader bottleneck once the proposals are conveyed to all nodes, the nodes typically hash the content of the proposal into some digest [11, 17, 69] and exchange the resulting digests to refer to specific proposals. On the one hand, this reduces considerably the network utilization in the phases following the prepare phase. On the other hand, the subsequent phases convey more frequent but smaller messages than in the first phase whose treatment consumes CPU. The hashing function necessary to encode these messages is also CPU intensive. As the communication is partially synchronous it is likely that the hashing function execution overlaps at many nodes with the reception of these message digests, hence further increasing the CPU usage.
When requests must be cryptographically verified [11] , as in cryptocurrency applications [51, 68] , or when the phases require message authenticators [17] , the workload becomes CPU intensive. To put things in perspective, an AWS EC2 c5.xlarge instance has an upload bandwidth of 600 MiB/s but a CPU of this same instance can only hash 425 MiB/s with SHA256 and verify up to 5 MiB/s for 400 byte transactions with the fastest ECDSA curve provided by OpenSSL as we detail in §6. BFT SMRs typically alternate between the network-intensive phase and these CPU-intensive phases.
Limits of sequential consensus instances
In this situation, one way for these BFT SMRs to treat more requests per second-though not the only way-is to reduce the latency of the consensus instances. This led to a long series of results [28, 39, 48, 59, 60, 66] to reduce the latency of the BFT consensus, sometimes by assuming correct clients [39] , tolerating less Byzantine nodes [59] or using a trusted execution environment [34, 66] . The effect of reducing latency on increasing the throughput is quite visible [48] , however, this increase is limited by the sequential execution of these consensus instances.
Another way is a centralized form of pipepiling [56, 69] , a technique inherited from networking [52] , that consists of sending concurrent requests or starting concurrent instances of consensus. We call it "centralized" because the spawning of new consensus instances depends solely on a single node, often called the leader, and does not let other nodes propose within the same instance. This centralized pipelining was not improving the performance of a leaderbased SMR significantly [56] due to the leader bottleneck (cf. §2.1). HotStuff [69] is a recent SMR that tries to alleviate this bottleneck by requiring clients to send requests to all replicas. It outperforms BFT-SMaRt [11] and Facebook is developing its Libra SMR [6] on top of it. 2 Algorithm 1 Dispel at process p i 1: Initially: 2: batch i ← ∅ // gathers the client requests 3: stage-num i ← 0 // number of running stages 4: max-stages ← available-memory/batch-capacity 5: Upon request or when batch i is full: 6: wait until network is idle // detect network resources 7: if stage-num i < max-stages then // detect memory resources 8:
spawn-pipeline-stage() // non-blocking call 9: spawn-pipeline-stage(): // starts a new consensus instance 10: stage-num i ← stage-num i + 1 11: results ← consensus(batch i ) // blocking call, returns next commands 12: execute results and acknowledge requests of batch i accordingly 13: batch i ← ∅ // empty batch atomically with line 11 to not loose requests 14: stage-num i ← stage-num i − 1 15: consensus(batch): // similar to [9] 16: reliable-broadcast(batch) // e.g., [14] 17: array[1..n] ← reliably-delivered n − t batches 18: for k = 1..n do 19:
if array[k] was reliably delivered then 20:
bitmask[k ] ← binary-consensus k (1) // e.g., [21] 
21:
else bitmask[k ] ← binary-consensus k (0) // e.g., [21] 22: wait until bitmask is full and ∀ℓ, bitmask[ℓ] = 1 : array[ℓ] ∅ 23: return (bitmask & array) // apply the bitmask to decide a batch subset
The Distributed Pipeline of Consensus
In this section, we describe the design of Dispel, standing for Distributed Pipeline, a new deterministic SMR for the partially synchronous model tolerating f < n/3 Byzantine replicas. The novelty lies in leveraging leaderless consensus to achieve a distributed pipeline of consensus instances whose new stages are initiated by a replica when its resources permit.
Algorithm design to spawn pipeline stages
Algorithm 1 depicts the pseudocode of Dispel at a high level.
The key idea is for a correct replica p i to decide to spawn a new pipeline stage (lines 9-14) based on its resources (lines 6-7), rather than whether it was assigned a leader role. More precisely, each time p i receives a new request from a client, it adds it to its local batch i . If batch i is full and p i has enough resources, then p i spawns another stage of the pipeline by proposing batch i to the consensus function. As we detail in §4, the resources considered to decide to spawn a new stage are the local available memory (line 4) and the bandwidth usage (line 6).
The consensus function (lines 15-23) is a classic leaderless reduction [9] from the consensus problem to the binary consensus problem, which aims at deciding a binary value that was proposed by a correct replica. All correct replicas invoke, at line 16, the reliable-broadcast [14] to exchange their proposals, hence bypassing the leader bottleneck. For each delivered (resp. not yet delivered) proposal, p i participates in a binary-consensus with value 1 at line 20 (resp. value 0 Initial proposer p 2 Phases  1  2  3  4  5  6  7   Table 1 . A distributed pipeline in which, as soon they have sufficient resources, each of the replicas p 2 , p 0 and p 1 triggers a new stage to which other replicas can participate at line 21). To identify the common proposals received by all correct replicas, the bitmask containing the binary consensus decisions is applied to the array of reliably delivered values (line 21). The decided value is the union of these common proposals so that up to n proposals are decided at each stage. The reason why this reduction guarantees that all correct nodes decide the same array of batches is that the binary consensus protocol [21] guarantees intrusion-tolerance [20] so that the k th binary consensus instance outputs 1 only if at least one correct node has reliably-delivered a batch at the k th index of the array, and the reliable broadcast guarantees that all correct nodes will thus record this batch in their array[k]. One can refer to the full proofs [22] for further detail. Some other intrusion-tolerant BFT binary consensus protocols exist [20, 21, 50] , however, we need to guarantee that either 0 or 1 gets decided (not ⊥). We thus use the deterministic binary consensus of DBFT [21] that features a constant time fast path, is resilient optimal and time optimal [22] , and its safe variant has recently been formally verified [64] with Byzantine Model Checker [38] .
Leveraging bandwidth, CPU and memory
To leverage all resources, the goal of distributed pipelining is to spawn different levels of consensus instances at different times. For an SMR where all consensus instances at indices 0 to k − 1 terminated, Dispel spawns first a consensus instance corresponding to the next available consensus index k. Dispel then spawns a new consensus instance at index k + 1 before the consensus instance at index k terminates. (We observed that up to 12 stages are spawned in practice.)
In particular, each replica of Dispel does so, if its available memory permits (Alg. 1, line 4) and if it detects that the bandwidth becomes underused (Alg. 1, line 6)-indicating that the propose phase of the consensus instance k finishes. The consensus instance at index k + 1 then starts leveraging the NIC bandwidth by sending the corresponding proposal. All other replicas participate in this newly spawned instance by proposing any request it has batched so far to decide collectively up to as many requests as replicas. If multiple replicas propose something different within the same instance, then these proposals are grouped into the array i of each replica p i and are combined into the returned decision. Table 1 illustrates a 3-stage pipeline where each replica of Dispel starts a new stage as soon as its resources permits.
Each row comprises a series of consensus phases: (i) the reception (Rx) consists of receiving requests that can be arbitrarily long, the hashing (H ) consists of hashing the batched requests, the transmission (Tx) consists of transmitting the (pre-)vote message or proposals necessary to the consensus, the validation (V ) consists of resolving conflicts between proposals (if any) and the storage (S) consists of storing the chosen command. Distributed pipelining is especially effective because such phases consume different resources.
In order to leverage the CPU resource adequately, it is important to guarantee that the stage stops exploiting all the local CPU resources once the next stage starts using the CPU extensively. Note that these times depend on the time it takes to broadcast the proposals. Hence, depending on the bandwidth available, we need to adjust the number of threads so that the network-intensive phase lasts as long as the subsequent CPU-intensive phase(s) (cf. §4.2).
Managing consensus concurrency
The inherent concurrency of distributed pipelining both between participating replicas but also between different stages of pipeline at the same replica complexifies the system design. Beyond a certain point, this additional concurrency could be detrimental to the performance of the system by exacerbating congestion. It is thus important to adequately adapt this level of concurrency.
Another crucial requirement is to maintain priority among the concurrent levels of pipelining. Although, there could be many levels of pipelining, we typically distinguish two consecutive levels by referring to the consensus instance spawned first (at index k) as the old consensus instance and the consensus instance spawned second (at index k + 1) as the new consensus instance.
1. Early stage: this requires launching a stage k + 1 early, typically stage k +1 should start before the stage k completed in order to guarantee that the pipeline translates into higher throughput. 2. Oldest stage priority: stage k always has priority over stage k + 1 to ensure that the number of concurrently active stages eventually decreases, preventing undesirable situations like starvation. 3. Pipeline feeding: the SMR must guarantee that commands are enqueued into the upcoming stages to guarantee progress, despite the workload induced by the inter replicas communications.
Limited congestion: the level of concurrency should
be adjusted adequately to avoid resource congestion despite the inherent concurrency of the distributed pipelining.
Guaranteeing these four requirements help ensure the good performance of the distributed pipelining. In the next section, we discuss how to efficiently implement distributed pipelining. 
Implementing Distributed Pipelining
In this section, we describe how we implemented Dispel in Java to leverage resources, limit scheduling and I/O overheads, and decide early. We do not assume that the clients are correct and each client is acknowledged positively once its request is decided by the consensus or negatively once its request is rejected. Figure 2 depicts the architecture of Dispel.
Resource awareness
It is important for nodes to detect when the network is idle to spawn a pipeline stage. To this end, each replica of Dispel continuously monitors its network usage via the Select thread (cf. Fig. 2 ). Every 2 ms, each node measures its sending rate and compares this sending rate after 3 samples (over the resulting 6 ms duration) to the 600 MiB/s physical network capacity (as we measure in §5). If the network usage is lower than 5% of the physical network bandwidth limit, then the network is considered idle and the Pipeline controller (cf. Fig. 2 ) is notified. It is also important for a node to participate in a new pipeline stage only if it has enough memory available. The risk is, otherwise, for replicas to inflate the latency of a consensus instance by accepting to participate in too many concurrent stages. To decide the maximum number of stages, each replica divides, prior to the execution, the amount of available memory observed with the OS command free by the batch size. This measurement is taken offline because it is hard to assess the memory available in real-time in Java due to the generational stop-the-world garbage collector of OpenJDK8 that is unpredictable.
Event-driven threading model
Dispel adopts an event-driven threading model to favor runto-completion and limit scheduling intervention.
The scheduling overhead. The threading model of traditional SMRs typically adds some scheduling overhead. In fact, each thread of a typical SMR represents a logical part of the algorithm and executes the sequence of, sometimes blocking, instructions required to achieve the algorithm output. An instruction blocks typically during inter-node communications (i.e., read and write) or synchronizations (e.g., cond_wait or future_get). When this happens, the kernel scheduler assigns a new thread to the corresponding CPU. This thread switching comes with a cost due to the context saving and restoration as well as the selection of the new thread to run. Moreover, the scheduler sometimes chooses to execute another process, causing cache and TLB pollution or invalidation. Invoking the scheduler at a high frequency then creates a significant overhead.
Event-driven threading and run-to-completion. To address this problem, Dispel is event-driven in that each thread represents a computation resource and processes incoming events that do not depend on each other, without blocking. 3 If a logical operation involves a blocking operation then we break it in multiple non-blocking operations processed in separate events. We thus keep the number of Dispel threads low and maximize the utilization of each thread. As a consequence, Dispel invokes rarely the kernel scheduler and limits the thread switching overhead. We also group tasks within the same Server thread (cf. Fig. 2 ) to favor run-tocompletion. In particular, if two events are to be executed on the same thread, then we execute the second event in the same stack as the first one instead of enqueueing it (with a limit of 16 stacking). Although some library OSes have shown the limit of run-to-completion in network-bound applications [44] , they require hardware message passing to dedicate effectively distinct cores to tasks.
Allocating more threads for CPU-intensive tasks. The event-driven design of Dispel also optimizes by spreading different types of workloads on different threads. A typical application is to separate proposal hashing from the other message handling operations. Because hashing a large proposal is an expensive and long operation, the Crypto component (cf. Fig. 2 ) dedicates multiple threads to hash proposals. The other processing steps are relatively cheap and short, and are all executed on a unique thread.
Minimizing network I/O and syscalls Dispel batches I/O requests into a buffer that is flushed explicitly to hide I/O overheads.
Packing I/O operations on few threads. Just like previous system work [7] , we batch I/O to limit their impact on performance. To further reduce switching between threads, we also pack all of the I/O operations on a few dedicated 3 The only exceptions are two mutex locks protecting short critical sections between the client thread and the pipeline controller (cf. Fig. 2 ). threads, the Client and Server threads (cf. Fig. 2 ). As a first step towards this goal we use non blocking I/O operations controlled by an epoll loop and invoked in Java by java.nio.channels.Selector. The epoll mechanism multiplexes all the network socket operations on a small set of threads, keeping them busy. However, the thread switching is not the only source of overhead. Invoking the system to perform the I/O operation itself comes with its own cost, even if the operation does not block. Indeed, an I/O operation involves a switch to kernel mode, access to complex kernel data structures protected by locks and memcpy operations. Note that I/O syscalls became even more costly in recent versions of the Linux kernel due to security enhancements against Meltdown and Spectre [54] .
Flushing transmission buffer when idle. To reduce the number of I/O syscalls, we leverage application-side buffers like other work would do. Instead of invoking the system for each message write, the application appends the message content in a transmission buffer. The application appends several messages in the same buffer until the buffer is full and then performs a single I/O system call for the whole buffer. The same principle applies for message reads. To go further in reducing I/O syscalls, we note that asynchronous or partially synchronous consensus algorithms often require to flush the buffer explicitly after each message. This is because keeping a message stuck in a buffer may prevent the system from progressing, hence delaying the reception of new messages and preventing the application from flushing its buffer. This is why the Client and Server threads (cf. Fig. 2 ) flush this buffer.
Deciding on hashes instead of proposals
Dispel can simply decide upon digests instead of proposals as it is guaranteed to receive the corresponding proposal.
Separating the transmission from the decision. A common optimization of SMR we discussed earlier in §2 is to hash the messages in smaller digests to avoid retransmitting redundant information during the subsequent phases of the consensus. The Consensus instance of Dispel (cf. Fig. 2 ) goes actually one step further by deciding only about hashes. More precisely, the process of decision can take place as long as a replica knows that at least one correct node knows the proposal associated with the given hash (thanks to the ECHO step of reliable_broadcast [14] ). As a result, a node can decide a proposal before it receives it as opposed to traditional SMR [11] . The mapping between hashes and proposal is made by the Hash manager (cf. Fig. 2) , which also requests the proposal from t + 1 to 2t + 1 for unknown hashes which have been decided by the consensus.
Optimistic decision. Dispel decides about proposal hashes in parallel to the request validation that checks for potential conflicts and well-formedness of requests. We assume Byzantine behaviors are rare. For this reason the Dispel implementation processes each transaction as if it was valid (or 'legal' from the application perspective). After the node decides upon the accepted proposals and after it receives the proposal, the transactions detected as illegal are removed deterministically from the proposals.
SMR Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate Dispel within a single datacenter and across a geo-distributed environment of up to 256 machines. In particular, we compare the performance of Dispel, to two SMRs from the literature, BFT-SMaRt and HotStuff, and a new efficient SMR without pipelining and evaluate the performance under failures. We defer Dispel evaluation on 380 machines within a cryptocurrency application to §6.
Experimental settings
SMR protocols. For the sake of comparison, we evaluate the performance of four SMRs:
• BFT-SMaRt: is a leader-based BFT SMR similar to PBFT with further optimizations that has been maintained in Java for more than a decade [11] . It was used for the ordering service of Hyperledger Fabric [3] to tolerate Byzantine failures [62] . We used the branch weat2 of the official BFT-SMaRt gitlab repo https://github.com/ bft-smart/library that outperforms the master branch when geo-distributed [10, 61] . • HotStuff: is the most recent BFT SMR we are aware of.
It outperforms BFT-SMaRt by having the leader piggybacking phases of distinct consensus instances into the same messages [69] . Facebook is currently developing in Rust the Libra state machine [6] on a variant of HotStuff [24] . We use the C++ authors' library from https://github.com/hot-stuff/libhotstuff. • Dispel-seq: is a new SMR implementation in Java with all the optimizations but the pipelining: the eventdriven threading with run-to-completion ( §4.2), the decision on hashes ( §4.4) and the I/O optimizations ( §4.3). Its consensus builds upon the reduction and binary consensus described in §3.1 but no replica in Dispel-seq starts a consensus instance before its preceding instance has completed locally. • Dispel: is our main contribution. Dispel is a leaderless SMR written in Java that reuses the same optimizations as Dispel-seq plus the pipelining: it allows any node to spawn multiple instances concurrently ( §3). Each node starts as many consensus instances as its resources allow by proposing the batch of transactions it has received so far and waits until enough resources are available before spawning the next one ( §4.1).
Request specification. Due to the inherent differences of these SMR protocols, the number of commands (or transactions) sent per replica varies. For committing a total batch Benchmark configurations. As HotStuff needs clients to send to all replicas, we used the HotStuff original client by setting the maximum number of concurrent asynchronous transactions to 400 M with the dedicated max-async command line option. HotStuff performance is highly dependent on its worker threads, so we adjusted them to maximize Hot-Stuff performance in each experiment: we observed that on VMs with k cores, the fastest setting is to spawn k worker threads that handle client connections, k worker threads that handle server connections and k workers threads that handle the remaining tasks. To avoid slowdowns due to replicas not receiving transactions, we assume these HotStuff clients to be correct so that they send to all replicas. We wrote a client for BFT-SMaRt to support different transaction sizes and we set the timeout System.TotalOrderMulticast.Timeout to 30 seconds to handle adequately potentially large client loads.
We limited the sending rate of the client of Dispel-seq and Dispel to minimize the utilization of the AWS network. In particular, this rate limitation was useful to avoid the automated activation of the AWS security safeguards. 4 We limit the sending rate to 150 MB/s for experiments across continents and to 300 MB/s for experiments within the same continent. This rate limitation comes in addition to the sending window adjustment of TCP that is only effective within one connection. Each experiment results from the median of up to 3 runs of 1 minute each (but longer in §5.7), as the variance is low. All our VMs run Ubuntu 18 with an AWS-specific 4.15-kernel. We use gcc v7.4 for evaluating HotStuff and OpenJDK8 for BFT-SMaRt, Dispel-seq and Dispel with 80% of the memory allocated to the JVM. In all our experiments, the fault tolerance is fixed to the maximum f = ⌈ n 3 ⌉ − 1.
CPU bottleneck at small scale
At small scale, when the number of SMR participants is relatively small and they can communicate through reasonably fast communication links, the performance is limited by the CPU as few nodes can exchange messages rapidly. This is due to the frequent treatment.
In order to validate this hypothesis, we deployed BFT-SMaRt, Dispel-seq, Dispel and HotStuff in a single datacenter. Figure 3 depicts the performance as the goodput-the quantity of payload treated by unit of time and expressed in MiB per second-of BFT-SMaRt, Dispel-seq, Dispel and Hot-Stuff for transactions of 1024 bytes and per-node batch size of 25 MB on c5.xlarge VMs in the same datacenter in Sydney. As expected, HotStuff has better performance than BFT-SMaRt, and Dispel has better performance than Dispel-seq due to pipelining. Dispel-seq has, however, better performance than HotStuff even without pipelining, due to CPU load as explained below. Figure 4 depicts the goodput as the number of available cores increases and depending on the size of the transactions varying from 128 to 400, to 1024 bytes. To compare the effect of CPU resources on the goodput of Dispel-seq, Dispel and HotStuff, we use c5.xlarge, c5.2xlarge, c5.4xlarge and c5.9xlarge AWS VMs. We fixed the total batch size to 25 MB and, as explained before, we set the number of HotStuff Dispel performs better than HotStuff for any transaction size. Interestingly, the number of CPUs available impacts more the performance of HotStuff than the performance of Dispel-seq or Dispel. In particular, starting between 8 and 16 cores per node, HotStuff starts performing better with 1024-byte transactions than Dispel-seq with 128-byte transactions. The reason is that HotStuff is more CPU-bound during these local experiments than other approaches, due to the inherently CPU intensive tasks that it has to execute, including generation and verification of threshold signatures to reduce the overall message complexity. Neither Dispel-seq nor Dispel aim at reducing the overall message complexity.
The scalability bottleneck of the leader
As mentioned earlier, the scalability of leader-based SMRs can be limited by the bandwidth of the leader NIC. To illustrate the higher bandwidth consumption at the leader than at other nodes, we deploy Dispel-seq, Dispel, HotStuff and BFT-SMaRt on four c5.xlarge VMs, two in each of the closeby Ohio and North Virginia datacenters for the workload not to be CPU-bound. We tested small transactions of 128 bytes and batches of 195312=25MB/128B transactions. Figure 5 illustrates the heterogeneous bandwidth consumption of leader-based SMRs compared to the homogeneous network usage of leader-less SMRs on 25 MB-sized batches. As expected, the BFT-SMaRt leader-based pattern, similar to PBFT, relies on one replica to send significantly more data than other replicas during its execution. This is explained by the fact that the leader must propose to all other nodes, hence starting the consensus by sending the full requests, before they can be hashed in message digests for future phases.
Although HotStuff requires clients to send directly their requests to all replicas for the leader to send only digests, the bandwidth consumption of HotStuff is quite heterogeneous as the data sent by the leader is about twice larger than the data sent by other nodes. The reason is that HotStuff leader 
Pipelining to cope with round-trip delays
At large geographical scales, distributed pipelining hides the increase in latency to maximize goodput. When the distance between replicas enlarges, both the communication round trip time (RTT) and the limited bandwidth between participants affect the time to reach consensus. As opposed to SMR executing consensus sequentially whose latency limits throughput, a pipelined SMR increases goodput by executing multiple consensus instances concurrently. Figures 6 and 7 depict, respectively, the goodput and latency obtained when the number of geo-distributed nodes increases. In these experiments, we deploy Dispel-seq, Dispel and HotStuff on up to 256 VMs located in Europe (Ireland, London, Paris and Frankfurt) where the effect of HOL is negligible. Unfortunately, we could not plot the performance of HotStuff with 128-byte and 400-byte transactions at 256 nodes as the system became unresponsive. The latencies of Dispel-seq and Dispel do not exceed 2 and 6 seconds, respectively, whereas HotStuff reached a latency of 54 seconds at 128 replicas. At this scale, HotStuff has a 34× higher latency than Dispel as Dispel commits transactions in 1.6 seconds on average. This is because the clients stress the system as much as possible to achieve HotStuff best throughput, even though it increases its latency. Dispel avoids this stress by discarding the extra requests.
As expected, Dispel and Dispel-seq offer better goodput and latency than HotStuff at any system size and for any transaction size. What is more surprising is the hyperbolic drop in performance of HotStuff as the system size increases, while both Dispel and Dispel-seq performance decreases linearly with the system size. This fast performance drop of HotStuff is due to the leader bandwidth bottleneck (seen in §5.3) that affects more and more the throughput as the system increases. As neither Dispel-seq nor Dispel need a leader, they do not suffer from this bottleneck. The latency of Dispel is similar to the latency of Dispel-seq as the distributed pipelining aims at improving throughput but not latency. Finally, it is worth noting that the latencies of Dispel-seq and Dispel are not significantly affected by the transaction size for the same reasons.
An interesting phenomenon we observe is the drop of performance when n = 16 for the most efficient protocols, Dispel-seq and Dispel. As explained later ( §5.5), because at small scale these fast protocols have a limited number of TCP connections open for pair-wise communications, their goodput is limited by the maximal TCP bandwidth one can reach per transaction. In particular, when f = 5 and n = 16, each of the 10 connections of each node to the n − f − 1 fastest responding replicas offers 50 MB/s bandwidth as was previously observed between the selected AWS datacenters [65] . Hence, the goodput of the system can reach 10 × 50 = 500 MB/s in the best case, which is inferior to the 600 MB/s physical bandwidth we measured in one datacenter, and depicted later in Table 2 , for AWS public IP addresses. 5 
Multiplying TCP bandwidth capacity
Because TCP preserves ordering, using one connection to transmit independent data often leads to the HOL blocking suboptimal phenomenon [57] where the loss of one packet 5 Note that, in its original experiments, HotStuff used an AWS network bandwidth of 1200 MB/s, which is twice as large as what we use here. This larger bandwidth can be obtained using the private IP addresses of the AWS VMs for inter-datacenter communication whereas we used the public IP addresses of VMs instead for geo-distributed experiments. Total  Per stream  1  4  4.53  10  45  4.53  50  225  4.51  100  443  4.43  200  533  2.67   Table 2 . Bandwidth between two machines located in Sydney and São Paulo depending on the number of parallel TCP streams obtained by nutTCP and showing that HOL blocking limits performance. actually delays the reception of potentially numerous subsequent packets until after the packet is retransmitted and successfully delivered. Identifying this limitation allows us to improve the network performance with the classic technique [26] of using distinct connections for independent streams of packets until we reach the physical bandwidth of the NIC. Table 2 illustrates the difference between the NIC physical limit and the bandwidth limit of a single TCP connection. As one can see, the network usage increases linearly with the number of connections until the limit of the network interface is met at around 533 MB/s, after which the bandwidth per stream decreases due to this physical limit. Figure 8 represents two communication setups between datacenters in North Virginia and North California that have a 23 MiB/s TCP bandwidth and between Tokyo and North California that have a 11 MiB/s TCP bandwidth. This shows the evolution of TCP bandwidth when an increasing number of nodes commit 128-byte transactions. With 4 nodes, the performance of Dispel increases to 4 × 23 = 92 MiB/s, clearly exploiting the available TCP bandwidth. With 6 nodes, the performance of Dispel increases to around 130 MiB/s, still close to the maximum exploitable TCP bandwidth. This performance starts dropping at larger node counts as the . Latency vs goodput curves of Dispel and Dispelseq obtained by increasing the batchsize. We omit HotStuff and BFT-SMaRt whose latencies are two orders of magnitude higher for the corresponding transaction sizes.
Network goodput (MiB/s) Parallel streams
physical NIC bandwidth starts being the limiting resource.
Although Dispel-seq also experiences this drop in performance by reaching the NIC bandwidth limit, it can neither exploit the maximum available TCP bandwidth nor reach the peak goodput of Dispel due to the absence of pipelining. HotStuff did not experience this performance drop as its goodput does not reach the TCP bandwidth limit or the physical bandwidth limit, explaining why this problem has not been noticed by previously proposed SMRs. The leader of HotStuff [69, Fig.1 ] sends messages of phases of different instances at periodic intervals without considering the resource usage. By contrast, in Dispel all replicas spawn new consensus instances as soon as they can. In particular, Dispel strategy to spawn more consensus instances is simple: it spawns another pipeline level based on the available memory divided by the block size simply because Dispel is fast as long as the batch of transaction fits in memory. Figure 9 depicts the latency and goodput of Dispel-seq and Dispel when we change the total batch sizes of 500 kB, 1.8 MB, 6.5 MB, 25 MB on four c5.xlarge VMs located in the Sydney AWS datacenter. Although the goodput of Dispel is always higher than Dispel-seq, the latency of Dispel-seq is lower than Dispel indicating a tradeoff of distributed pipelining when used in a local settings with a low round-trip time and relatively small batches.
Latency vs. goodput

Robustness in case of failures
Not all SMRs offer the same robustness and it is important to evaluate their behavior in case of failures. The replicated nature of SMRs allow them to cope with failures as the service is replicated, however, failures can drastically affect performance to the point where the system can no longer treat requests. It is well-known that leader-based SMRs cannot serve requests during some time if their leader fails [32, 46, 58, 63] . This is typically due to the time it takes to detect a slow leader. This detection results from configuring a timer expiring after not receiving messages from the leader for a sufficiently long period. If sufficiently many nodes detect a slow leader then a view-change triggers a leader change.
In order to assess the performance of Dispel and Hot-Stuff under failures, we ran an experiment for 122 seconds on n = 32 nodes spread evenly in Ireland, London, Paris and Frankfurt during which we manually injected crash failures. In this experiment, each transaction is of size 400 bytes. Figure 10 depicts the performance expressed as the goodput in MiB/second and the number of transactions committed per second by the two protocols. First, one can see that HotStuff takes more time than Dispel to reach its peak throughput that is lower than Dispel. These two observations confirm our previous conclusions that the leader-based pattern leads to higher latency and lower throughput ( §5.3). More interestingly, we manually injected a failure of the leader on HotStuff and the weak coordinator of the binary consensus on Dispel. As HotStuff triggers a view-change when the faulty leader is detected as slow, the system must wait for the detection to occur and for the view-change to complete before the throughput can increase again. Again this phenomenon was already experienced in leader-based SMRs, like Zookeeper [58, Fig.6] or Mir-BFT [63, Fig.8 ]. More surprisingly, a second view-change seems to occur systematically after one failure, this can be seen at 57 seconds. As no single node correctness is required for termination in Dispel, the throughput does not seem to drop in Dispel after a single failure.
We also injected correlated failures to see the performance variations in Dispel and HotStuff. The correlated failures consists of shutting down all the remaining machines of the Frankfurt region. The goodput of HotStuff drops to 0 whereas the goodput of Dispel by about 30%. Note that the impact of failures on performance of leader-based SMRs raises the question of their suitability for cryptocurrency applications where simply DDoS-ing one node, the leader, or a region can DDoS the entire system.
Cryptocurrency Application
We now present the performance of Dispel within a cryptocurrency application on up to 380 machines deployed over 3 continents and show that the bottleneck is not Dispel but the cryptographic verifications.
Application cryptographic overhead. To understand if an SMR can be used for blockchain applications like a cryptocurrency where assets are transferred among owners of some accounts represented with a public key, one must evaluate the performance of the SMR when transactions are cryptographically signed by the clients and these signatures are verified by the server. Figure 11 depicts the time it takes to verify signatures with one core using the public-key cryptosystems available in OpenSSL and written in C, and in Bouncy Castle and written in Java. One can observe the Dispel with a cryptocurrency application. We extended Dispel to support a cryptocurrency application by signing and verifying all transactions. Each user is equipped with an account and a public-private key pair. Each client pregenerates signed transactions using its private key prior to sending them to some server, whereas every correct server that receives a transaction verifies it using the public key associated with the account. Once the verification is correct the transaction can be stored.
From blockchain to block-sequence. Note that the hashlink between blocks is not necessary under the assumption that f < n 3 processes can fail as one can simply retrieve an immutable copy of a block by requesting it from 2f + 1 correct processes. By definition, among these responses, all correct replicas will respond with the same tamper-proof copy. Hence one has to find the copy duplicated f + 1 times among the 2f + 1 ones to identify it as the correct copy of the block.
Performance at large-scale. For this experiment, we used up to 380 c5.2xlarge replica VMs located equally in 10 regions on 3 continents: California, Canada, Frankfurt, Ireland, London, North Virginia, Ohio, Oregon, Sydney and Tokyo. For sending transactions, we spawned 10 additional client VMs, one from each region. We selected the per-node batch size to be 2 MB for 10 replicas, 8 MB for 40 replicas and 24 MB for 120, 250, 380 replicas to minimize the duration of the experiments. We use the secp256k1 public-key cryptosystem that is used by Bitcoin [51] and transactions of size 400 bytes, just like Bitcoin UTXO transactions. Figure 12 depicts the performance of Dispel when executing a cryptocurrency application where all transactions are verified by all replicas. We represent the transactions committed per second, including the signatures in addition to the application payload that contains the simple transfer information. One can see that the throughput and latency vary slightly across the different network sizes but there is no clear difference between the performance on 10 nodes or 380 nodes, indicating that Dispel is not the bottleneck when running the cryptocurrency application. In these experiments, only 3 stages in Dispel is sufficient to achieve the best performance in the cryptocurrency application, so further cryptographic optimizations like verification sharding [63, 65] would better leverage Dispel.
Related Work
Research on Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT) started in the 80's [43, 53] and later improvements [17] led to a long series of leader-based BFT systems. The technique of pipelining originated in network [52] and was later applied to consensus in the context of crash fault tolerance [40] .
Bypassing the leader bottleneck. The idea that the leaderbased design can limit the throughput of consensus is not new [5, 12, 13, 63, 65] . S-Paxos is a variant of Paxos that aims at disseminating client requests to all replicas to offload the leader [12] . In particular, it increases the throughput of Paxos by balancing the CPU workload over all replicas, similar to what our hashing stage does in Dispel. However, it tolerates only crash failures. RBFT [5] uses multiple concurrent instances of PBFT to detect a slow master instance and triggers a leader replacement through PBFT's complex view change. Mir-BFT [63] combines these instances to outperform PBFT but when some leaders fail, the throughput can only recover after multiple view changes that discards the faulty leaders. Some consensus algorithms alleviate the need for a leader by requiring an exponential information gathering tree [13] or synchrony [30, 41, 42] . Democratic BFT does not use a leader but a weak coordinator whose failure does not prevent termination within the same round [65] . Despite this observation, most blockchain SMRs build upon the classic leader-based pattern [16, 25, 31, 35, 36] .
Classic reductions [8] from the multivalue consensus to the binary consensus problem, like the one we use, avoid having the leader to propose the value that will be decided. Instead it reliably broadcasts values and spawns binary consensus instances, which has already proved efficient in SMRs [47, 65] . HoneyBadger [47] is an SMR for asynchronous networks building upon this reduction. It exploits erasure coding to limit the communication complexity of the reliable broadcast. As consensus cannot be solved in an asynchronous model [27] , it builds upon a randomized consensus [49] that converges in constant expected time as long as messages are scheduled in a fair manner [49, 64] , an assumption called fair scheduler [15] . Red Belly Blockchain [65] is deterministic, works in a partially synchronous model [23] and outperforms HoneyBadger by avoiding the CPU overhead of erasure coding and introducing verification sharding. Although it relies on DBFT [21] like we do to balance the load across multiple links, it does not leverage the bandwidth like Dispel because it does not pipeline: consensus instances are executed sequentially as each decided block depends on the previous one.
Pipelining to increase performance. The idea of pipelining is quite old and consists, in the context of networking, of sending a packet before its predecessor has been acknowledged within the same connection [52] . The original version of Paxos [40] mentioned the idea of pipelining as ballotting could take place in parallel with ballots initiated by different legislators. Pipelining ballots in Paxos has also been implemented [37, 55, 56] , however, the benefit of pipelining was not significant. JPaxos [37] is an implementation of Mul-tiPaxos that focuses on recovery, batching, pipelining and concurrency, but the pipeline is actually tuned in a separate work [55, 56] where the leader of MultiPaxos can spawn multiple instances in parallel to increase the resource utilization. The authors note that the drawback of the approach is that pipelining may lead to congestion: multiple instances can max out the leader's CPU or cause network congestion. Distributed pipelining leads to different conclusions.
HotStuff [69] is a leader-based SMR with a reduced communication complexity. Its leader piggybacks the phase of one consensus instance with the phase of another consensus instance, hence offering a form of pipelining. In addition it reduces the leader bottleneck by having clients sending their proposals directly to all replicas so that the leader can simply send digests in all the consensus phases. To reduce message complexity, HotStuff makes use of threshold signatures. Dispel differs in that it does not reduce message complexity but balances its network load by having any replica spawn new consensus instances based on its resource usage.
Mencius [45] is an SMR that exploits pipelining by allowing replicas that are faster than the leader to propose a no-op proposals, hence allowing to speed up the consensus by (i) preventing replicas with nothing to propose from blocking the protocol and (ii) coping with faulty leaders. The authors mentioned the difficulty of making Mencius Byzantine fault tolerant because not all communications are exchanged through a quorum and would require a trusted component. Some efforts were devoted to reducing the latency of replicated state machines to increase their throughput without the need for pipelining [28, 48, 60] . BFT-Mencius [48] consists of upper-bounding the latency of updates initiated by correct processes by using an abortable timely announced broadcast. Like in Mencius, BFT-Mencius allows a replica to skip its turn by proposing no-op. The experimental results clearly indicates in a cluster setting that the lower the latency the higher the throughput for BFT-Mencius as well as Spinning and PBFT [17] . This confirms previous observations on non-pipelined replicated state machines [28] . Some research work even explored the latency optimality of BFT state machine replication [60] , which was implemened in BFT-SMaRt [11] . Our approach indicates that distributed pipelining can lead to significantly higher goodput while still achieving reasonable latency at large scale.
Conclusion
Dispel is the first SMR to exploit resources through distributed pipelining. At 128 nodes, it improves the goodput of the latest SMR we know by 8-fold and its latency by 34-fold. Within a cryptocurrency application, Dispel demonstrated that blockchains can suffer from bottlenecks that are not related to the network usage of the consensus protocols they build upon. Our work has revealed the significant impact of the HOL blocking factor on performance, that was neglected because it could not be observed in slower SMRs before. This observation opens up new interesting research directions on the choice of layer-4 network protocols for large-scale applications like blockchains.
